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FINITE TEMPERATURE SIMULATIONS OF THEFRUSTRATED S = 1=2 CHAINS�M. Bieli«ski, G. Kamieniarz, G. Szukowski,Institute of Physis, Adam Mikiewiz UniversityUmultowska 85, 61-614 Pozna«, PolandM. Baran and S. DyeyevInstitute of Physis, Polish Aademy of SienesLotników 32/46, 02-668 Warsaw, Poland(Reeived June 21, 2001)Thermodynamial properties of the one-dimensional S = 1=2 Heisen-berg model with dimerized nearest and uniform next-nearest neighbors in-terations, appliable to CuGeO3 and Pb[Cu(SO4)(OH)2℄ ompounds, arestudied by the numerially exat quantum transfer-matrix method. Suzuki�Trotter formula is used to obtain a lassial system with spin �=3=2 ande�etive interations between nearest neighbors only.Magneti spei� heatand magneti suseptibility urves are alulated and ompared with exper-imental results in a wide temperature range giving estimates of the ouplingparameters in the model proposed for CuGeO3 and Pb[Cu(SO4)(OH)2℄.PACS numbers: 75.10.Jm, 75.40.Cx, 75.40.Mg1. IntrodutionLow-dimensional spin systems with antiferromagneti interations havereeived muh attention in reent years.We studied S = 1=2 one-dimensionalHeisenberg model with nearest neighbors (nn) and next-nearest neighbors(nnn) interations desribed by the HamiltonianH = �J NXi=1(SiSi+1 + �SiSi+2) ; (1)where N denotes the size of the hain, J and � are the nn exhange integraland the ratio of the nnn exhange integral to the nn one, respetively.� Presented at the XII Shool of Modern Physis on Phase Transitions and CritialPhenomena, L¡dek Zdrój, Poland, June 21�24, 2001.(3433)



3434 M. Bieli«ski et al.It was proved in 1995 [1�3℄, that after addition of the following termHÆ = NXi=1(�1)iÆSiSi+1 ; (2)model (1) orresponds to the best known 1D Hamiltonian for the famousSpin�Peierls (SP) systemCuGeO3. In this ase the parameter Æ, whih de-pends on T, desribes progressive dimerization below the ritial tempera-ture TSP = 14:3K, where the alternation of J has to be taken into on-sideration. Additionally, it an be shown that model (1) is appliable toPb[Cu(SO4)(OH)2℄.In this report we use the modi�ed Quantum Transfer Matrix (QTM)tehnique to alulate the thermodynamial properties of CuGeO3 andPb[Cu(SO4)(OH)2℄ and to estimate the best-�t values for J and �.2. QTM tehniqueThe standard QTM algorithm based on the Trotter formula fails for� 6= 0. In order to perform alulations for a marosopi hain (in�niteN value), we need to reverse the transfer from the hain to the Trotterdiretion. It an be aomplished in two steps.Firstly, we divide the Hamiltonian (1) into two parts H = HA +HBHA = H1;4 +H5;8 +H9;12 + : : : ;HB = H3;6 +H7;10 +H11;14 + : : : ; (3)in whih Hi;i+3 desribes the interations inside the four-spin blok begin-ning at the i-th site of the quantum hain. Then we used the Trotter expan-sion to obtain the m-th lassial approximation Zm of the partition funtionZ Zm = XfSr;ig mYr=1N=4Yi=1 L2r�1;4i�3(S)L2r;4i�1(S) ; (4)where Lr;i(S) = hSr;i : : : Sr;i+3j e��Hi;i+3=mjSr+1;i : : : Sr+1;i+3i : (5)Zm is now the partition funtion of the lassial system of 2m�N spins, withthe e�etive interations grouped into eight-spin bloks. For this system, wede�ne a global transfer matrix between the r-th and (r+1)-th rows andexpand it in the produt of four-spin loal transfer matries Lr;i(S).



Finite Temperature Simulations of the Frustrated : : : 3435Seondly, we introdue an e�etive lassial spin � = 3=2 and we replaeeah pair of S = 1=2 spins, distributed along a given row r, by the spin �(Sr;i; Sr;i+1) �! �r;j ; where j = 1 : : : N=2 : (6)At the same time, the loal transfer matrix Lr;i(S) an be expressed asLr;j(�), i.e. an be rewritten in the basis of �. Now, we an reverse thetransfer diretion by de�ning a new loal transfer matrix Vr;r+1h�r;j�r+1;jjVr;r+1j�r;j+1�r+1;j+1ijj (7)h�r;j�r;j+1j e��Hj;j+1=mj�r+1;j�r+1;j+1i :The global transfer matries W1 and W2 (for odd and even olumns ofspins, respetively) an be expressed by the orresponding produts of Vr;r+1.Finally, the m-th lassial approah to the partition funtion of (1) an bewritten in the form Zm = Trae [W1W2℄N=4 : (8)For an in�nite system (i.e. when N !1) the free energy per spin is simplygiven by the maximum eigenvalue �max(m) of the transfer matrix W1W2fm = �kBT log �max(m) : (9)The free energy of the initial quantum system an be found from fm byextrapolation to m!1, aording to the formulafm = 1Xn=1 anm2n + f1 : (10)For this reason, we have alulated the maximum eigenvalues �max(m) usingthe iteration method. We were able to alulate the approximants fm upto m = 6, whih took 15 minutes on Cray J916. Then we alulated thethermodynamial properties by numerial di�erentiation of the free energyfm and we extrapolated their values to in�nite Trotter number m aordingto the formula (10). 3. ResultsIn order to estimate the values J and � for CuGeO3 we alulated themagneti suseptibility along the  rystal diretion and ompared themto the very well alibrated results obtained for a single rystal [4℄. We



3436 M. Bieli«ski et al.hose the Landé fator g equal to 2:07. The experimental values for thea and b rystal diretions an be inferred from our results by simple resalingaording to the law �x=� = (gx=g)2, where x = a; b.We obtained the best �t for the following set of parameters:J = �166K; � = 0:36; Æ(0) = 0:022: (11)Our values are onsistent with the parameters estimated by Riera and Do-bry [2℄ who used the exat diagonalization tehnique and the latest densitymatrix renormalization group alulations of Klümper et al. [5℄. The results
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Fig. 1. Magneti spei� heat of CuGeO3. Symbols ? and + orrespond to theexperimental results. Full irles mark the values obtained from the quantumtransfer-matrix alulations for J = �166K and � = 0:36.



Finite Temperature Simulations of the Frustrated : : : 3437obtained are in a very good agreement with the experimental data down tothe low-temperature region [4℄, whih on�rms the appearane of frustrationin the spin model proposed for CuGeO3. The estimated value of � = 0:36is signi�antly greater than the ritial value � = 0:2411 [3℄.Subsequently, we performed the alulations of magneti suseptibilityof Pb[Cu(SO4)(OH)2℄ along all three main rystal diretions and omparedthem with experiment arried out on the mono-rystal sample [6℄. For g fa-tors we estimated the values ga = 2:00, gb = 2:19 and g = 2:30. Our best�t results lead to the following set of the exhange parametersJ = �30K and � = �0:5 : (12)Finally we alulated magneti spei� heat of CuGeO3 for the exhangeintegral values (11) extrated from suseptibility alulations. Our resultsplotted by full irles are ompared to estimates found from experiment [7,8℄in Fig. 1. Above TSP the numerial urve an be desribed by the well-knownequation Cm = =T for  = 0:58J/mol K whih is lose to that of Osero�et al. [8℄. In the low temperature region we do not reover the dereaseof the experimental data. We do not know if this drawbak follows fromthe de�ieny of the model or simply from the weak onvergene of ourapproximants. The error bars inrease with dereasing temperature and thelast point in Fig. 1 is at the edge of appliability of our approah.4. ConlusionsWe have shown that the modi�ed QTM tehnique an be suessfullyused for alulation of the thermodynamial properties of frustratedS = 1=2 antiferromagneti quantum hains. The appliation of this methodto Pb[Cu(SO4)(OH)2℄ and the spin�Peierls CuGeO3 gives numerial resultsfully onsistent with the latest experimental data and the best-�t values ofthe exhange integrals in the spin model proposed for both ompounds.The authors thank the Polish State Committee for Sienti� Researh(KBN) for partial support via the grant no. 2 PO3B 043 16 and the Pozna«Superomputing and Networking Center for the aess to the superomput-ing failities. REFERENCES[1℄ M. Hase, I. Terasaki, K. Uhinokura, Phys. Rev. Lett 70, 3651 (1993).[2℄ J. Riera, A. Dobry, Phys. Rev. B51, 16098 (1995).[3℄ G. Castilla, S. Chakravarty, V.J. Emery, Phys. Rev. Lett. 75, 1823 (1995).
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